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companies, collected in premi never keep the (Democratic party in co a state. That will be ln June or
them- Just
Is
I
have
ounces, the beets ln the full light havthat
placed
ply
ums $151,935.76, a gain ot $44,670.34
It waa this director who sat on tbe law that I am to consider, but it Is a
power for any length of time; why July of 1912, and will permit New
twenty-fiv- e
times as much sugar
I have never over
doorstep of an agent until far into question of governmental policy and where I found them.
last
year; and paid out in losses every Democratic administration is a Mexico to cast Its vote at the Presi ing
as those grown in darkness. This is
accepted any information about their not one third of the sum, $48,556.13,
the night waiting for his bribe. It of economics as well. I expect to
also
There
election.
is
failure.
Democratic
go
lamentable
The
hope
dential
one of tbe reasons for New Mexico
was verified by three leaving a gross
was another director who went to a to work on
profit of more than party represents the "opportunities- - that positive action will be taken at
that Just as soon aa It creed unless it
being so well adapted to sugar
My plan haa $100,000. Out of. this, of
candy merchant and told him that his comes and If you desire to be heard different witnesses.
course, who Judge every principle,
of Congress and ln beet culture. It Is
the
session
every
special
a
true, that Its midto
the
then
been
board had appropriated a certain sum In the matter I
priest,
question
come
commissions
of
the
agents, measure, only from the standpoint that case, New Mexico will vote for summer
shall be glad to hear
days are not as long as those
for candy. The merchant
or
leader
of
the
warrior
and
people,
taxes
replied you."
miscellaneous
and
CHARLES D. NORTON.
expenses, of party advantage and, not from the its state officers ln November of this of countries farther north but It has
then an Inferior member of the tribe, but nevertheless,
that this was Just enough to buy good
the margin is so
motive of patriot-Ism- . year. Either way, statehood under less cloudiness and the Santa Fe ValBut I must confess that the similar- great, that a demand for reduction In higher, manly
for the children.
, csndy
A MOLE HILL.
Because it means an immediate the constitution already drafted and ley has produced beets that have
cried the director,
"'Enough,'
ity of the religious poetry of the rates in New Mexico should not seem
The New Mexican has carefully Zunls and the Greeks made a deep Im
party advantage, ratified by the people and approved equalled and even exceeded the best
though temporary
'well, I should hope so; you get only
unreasonable.
the Democrats, who are at Washing- by President Taft and tbe House ot produced else where, as far as size,
half of it. The other half comes to looked over the charge of the Prohibi- pression on me throughout my re
ton as representatives of the people Representatives, Is a certainty and purity and amount ot saccharine conme.'
tionists that nine hundred campaign searches.
Any one who has read
months tents Is concerned. It seems reasonAccording to the United States and not of party, would tie up all sal- that no later than eighteen
"The merchant
explained. 'Why letters addressed to voters In Las Ruskln's exquisite book, "The Ath weather bureau, the precipitation dur
Imme- hence. The delay Is vexatious but It able to predict that tone of tbe future
would
deny
legislation,
utary
man, you'll be feeding the children Vegas had been sent to the dead let- ena of the Air" cannot fail to
aee ing February Just past, broke the rec
Industries of New Mexico will be the
diate staehood to New Mexico, would Is not disastrous.
ter office with malicious Intent, al- that the Isolated red man of tbe ords for 40
poison.'
years. Tet, It did not al defeat reciprocity with Canada and
" 'Poison,' sneered
raising of sugar beets and convertthe director; though they could have been de- American forest has as high and
at
an
ln
address
Glfford
two Inches, equal
to
amount
Plnchot,
together
ing them Into sugar.
tariff
a
of
creation
board,
the
'what the hell do I care as long as I livered, unless
although
waa that the regist- poetical a conception ot the deity as to a moderate summer shower "back
soundsd
Ohio, last evening,
these measures are the very things Akron,
get my money?'
ration lists were padded, as the ad- the noble race ot Hellenes,
to the Republican party
home in the East.'! At tbe same time,
That woman 1b not much more
: a warning
their
advocated
in
"And ge got It
have
plat-they
dresses were taken from the registrareverend
lovers the weather bureau informs the pub
The Indians are
must be heeded, The Presiden than a chattel Is still the prevalent
Is only a matter of party poli that
"Another director stole the tickets tion
form,
all
are
more
lists.
The names were taken of nature, and their gods
tial election of 1912 is already in the belief ln Europe; and that an officer
lic that the month was one of almost
which wore to be distributed to the from
cy with them and not the espousal
copies of the registration lists or less connnected with natural phe unprecedented cloudiness and yet, the
children for the
at a and not
from patriotic motives. balance and the Republican Senate ln the Army Is something of a diviof
principles
Is
from the lists themselves. It nomena.
the
sun
The
god
that has Just adjourned plryed with nity Is the additional faot necessary
great sunshine percentage was !6 and there Shucks on a party like that!
school picnic, and sold them to a
Is well known, and the New Mexican deity, but the sun which gives light was
those chances tn a most careless man to know before full credence can be
'barker at half price
only one day without sunshine,
,
has
fine
sends
criticised
and
crops and while five days had 100 per cent of
the method, but It is and heat
ner.
There is much uncertainty as given to the cable report yesterday
"Some years ago a large contract
Is
a
the
made
the
seems
same
to
the
that
earth
It
method that prevails else all good things
by to the result ln 1912, and as Plnchot that the Italian officer who Wrangled
charges
great sunshine. "Back East," such a sunwas to be let for the building of a
disto
Martin
the
as
He
Is
described.
that
the
minutely
points out, it Is Idle for the Republican a beautiful princess who.ref ised to
registration lists of being, who
new school on the North Side. A where,
shine record would
be marvelous. Congressman
number of the directors were graft- previous elections are taken as the sits In grand majesty behind the aun Comparative meteorological data, aft- position of the Friar Lands ln tha leaders to rely on the Democrats give him $4,000 to pny Ms gambling
Repub- - debts, would be metrrl out but light
ers. Four directors were to be paid basis of the new registration
lists which we see and which is the shield. er all, have value only when location Philippines were much of the same making their usual blunder.
When
Paul Chaussln,
11,400 each. The money was placed and that many names are unwittingly He cannot permit his countenance to and circumstances are considered . kind of hot air that was responsible Ucan success must be based on some- - punishment.
for the charges of land fraud ln New thing more substantial,
President a learned French lawyer, was asked
In envelopes, one for each director, retained of persons that have died or be seen by the children of men. The
if
was
French
the
allow damsame
in
tribunals
Mexico.
on
The
be
must
and
and put in a hat which was left in who have removed from the precinct. moon goddess legend is full of delithat
Taft
question
Definite announcement is made of
In the various changes the Intention of tbe Costilla Estates volved, the disposition of the lands ln a platform Which will appear pro ages for brnlien hearts, caused by
the room of a prominent hotel. It This Is true of lists prepared from cate poetry.
tracts so small that no one would buy gresslve in comparison with that of breach of promise, be exclaimed
was night and the room was dark. other sources for catalogue houses of the moon are typified the ages of
Development Company to extend Its
"No, no, and may the good
The directors went to the room one and every post office of any size re man.
The slender shaft of the new railroad from Blanca, Colorado
to them and a Congressional Investiga 1908. The party cannot stand still. fervently:
at a time, each taking out his en- turns thousands of catalogues, papers moon Is Infancy. Then the disk Inthe foisthe people are bound to move God ln heaven never permit such
Questa this year and later from Ques- tion Committee has exonerated
velope. When th fourth director and other mall each year because of creases, and that is youth. Full and ts to Santa Fe. It is to be hoped that Philippine officials from wrong doing. ahead and party allegiance rests more awful Imposition upon us men to
creep into our glorious body of law."
came for his envelope none waa there. the rapid changes In 'residence of brilliant, It Is maturity, and then It de- there will not be such a
long lapse It held, at the same time, that the and more lightly upon millions ot And yet,
there Is many a foolish
It was necessary to pay him later.,. the average person In the West. The clines to creeping age, then to in- of time between the Intention and the law limiting the disposition ot publlo votera each year.
American
to small
girl, whose ideal ot manThe director who took out of the hat New Mexican knows that many of fancy again, tbe second childhood be fulfillment as there has been betwesn lands ln the Philippines
hood
is
some
two envelopes, and thus made more those letters were addressed by child- fore all mortals go to their long sleep. the. Intention and realization ot the tracts, did not apply to the Friar
foreign nobleman.
Tha New Mexican's fight for ten
money than in his business In a ren, that the addresses were Illegi- The change Is wrought In the moon Denver Rio Grande's standard gauge Lands, and a majority recommended months school term and greater utl- Is
not
It
only New Mexico that is
every bly written and abbreviated.
year's time, was also taking
For In- by the veil of the supreme deity, track to Antonlto, Colorado, from that because the lands cannot be die-- 1 Uzatlon of the fine school buildings
The Canadian Paolflo will
growing,
month from the Janitor of the build-lu- stance, a letter,
small
of
or
Is
ln
tracts,
to
Santa
of
sun
Fe
Fe.
such
either
moon,
Santa
than
to
advantage
adposed
supported
by
be
greater
supposed
start fifty towns
85 out of his salary
spring on Its
dreBBed to "Tranqullllno Garcia" waa which means the breath of life. This
they should be sold ln larger areas. educational authorities as Dr. Edward branch lines ln this
Western Canada.
"No graft la too small. Teachers addressed
It Is rather a sorry spectacle that
Stltt, assistant superintendent of pub"T. Garcia." The supreme god veils tbe moon according
merely
Last year It started forty such towns.
have been forced to pay for their ap- Spanish names were
ln rushing through
The EBtancla Dally Herald will be lic schools of New York, who deplo- - Canada Ik
misspelled out to Its changes. The Zunls consecrate Congress presents
bidding successfully for the
pointments and there are well-aof all semblance of their real characchild to the sun-gonew-borImportant legislation ln the closing Republican from now on. Its new res me ract mat scnooi buildings
the
thentlcatsd stories of principals hav- ter.
New Mexico owners, Allen Barrett and Miss Anna, like so many other publlo structures, best immigration from the states.
When It Is remembered that and the Infant Is held up toward the hours of the session,
- are used pniy a small
ing to divide theli salaries, Truant Spanish family names are
part of tbe New Mexico should be a formlable ri
comparadeity while the priests pray that It legislatures have been blamed ln the Porter, thus announce. The first isofficers and Janitors have also been
val of the Canadian Northwest for
few and the Christian names may live its span of life Infant, past and censured for Just that sort sue ot the paper under the new man-- . time. He says:
tively
'
held up. When everything else falls must
"Public school buildings should be it has climate ln Us favor, but immiof thing but they have never offendshows great Improve
and
then
or
man
the
woman,
go
already
agement
carry
that
distinction,
there
youth,
can always
the crafting directors
are perhaps one hundred T. Garcias back to Infancy, then to sleep, to wake ed quite so flagrantly as has the Uni- ment and Estancla will in the future put to a greater use, with dancing gration does not com of Itself, but
raiso money for a time by borrowing
Then the su- ted States Senate which has Just ad- not be hamperered with a Socialistic 'or children, moving picture shows must be Invited, and whan It ' does
In Las Vegas, then it Is no wonder and be born again.
contractors
with
and
It from agents
One
and which has among Its publication that was "ferninst" every-- once a week, bowling alleys ln the come must be taken care of,
at
of the letters thus addres- - preme deity Is Invoked to grant the journed
that
Tnn
Jt.ik ..L.nl Afm
i.
all,
.,tam
ttiirin
iuuuui uucb uubiucdi. iuei
for! satisfied immigrant, as a rule, evenbabe the breath of life that members some of the best statesmen thing that made for the advancement cellars, cooking schools and clubs
nln hundred could not be de- - new-bor- n
Ki
Som
returned.
never
is
ffUiers and mothers."
mojey
tually brings ten.
of New Mexico,
It may live It span and be reborn In the country haa ever produced.
meet many directors livered,
A ho
AQB

j

TWO.

Toelew leilcan

carry nothing but itnall change and
a few small bills. Tney have these
tilstributad in various
pockets. In
tin way they can give several dlrsct- ora In the aame day 'the lait cent
they bare In their pocket' "
10 prevent aucn corruption
ever
becoming possfble In New Mexico.
the flrat state legislature will have'
to pass a law providing heavy penalties, tor any school director, or any
alderman, or any publlo official or
legislator, who la lntereated directly
or Indirectly In any publlo contract
or any publlo work. This la
the
law In many states and closes up a
source of corruption that has not
been unknown entirely even In New
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o'clock this morning, when Case No.
1322, Jay Turley, et al.,1 plaintiffs In
FOR
eror, vs. L. B. Furnam, e al., defendants In error, was resubmtted to the
court as now constituted.
FOR FARMERS The court adjourned until 10 a. m.
I
tomorrow, Friday.
The court will' adjourn Saturday ev
Only four cases 'were argued Of This Only One Sixth Is
Territorial Engineer Miller ening.
this time and the court I practically
Utilized at Present in
ProGets Uncle Sam's
up with the docket. Several opinions
to be handed
are
prepared
being
New Mexico
Aid
mise of
down tomorrow or Saturday. If beIt
that
earned
fore adjournment
assured without delay,
REPORT statehood li
MAKES
500,000 H. P. ARE
INSURANCE
will
probably adjourn
then the court
to
of
In
meet
July
to
dispose
again
?
business In shape for disposition. Great
'. r-Is Being Made
Curious Letter About Fencing of all
Progress
court
meet
not
the
may
Otherwise,
In Construction of Good
Land t Received at
until the end of Aunust
'
Roads.
8oli
Analysis.
.
Capitol.
Territorial
Engineer Charles D.
Miller has Just secured
Charles D.
Territorial
Acting Governor Jaffa has appointthe Bureau of Soils, Washington, Miller makes Engineer
ed Stephen S. Ward of Felix, Chav- with
public the following figC. wherein the department of the
D.
ures which are the result of careful
ez county and Hermene G. Baca, of
Is to make colleccalculations and scientifically gather
notaries territorial engineer
Socorro, Socorro county,
tions of various soil samples under ed statistics. They are a revelation
public
which for
they show that New Mexico uses
Governor Mills Is not expected the main Irrigation projects
are then shipped to Washing-- only
of tbe water available
home from Washington until the lat-te- Samples
ton for analysis as to agricultural for irrigation and has in reserve half
part of next week. It Is thought
The million horse power from the fall of
and possibilities.
that on his way home he will spend properties
of this work to the farmer or Its streams.
a day at Ann Arbor visiting his ton, value
the Irrigation projects
It is estimated that there are apWilson Mills, who Is a student at settler under
reault proximately 750,000 acres of Irrigated
be very large for, the
the law school of' the University of will
of this analysis, will be commends land In New Mexico. It has been preMichigan.
tions as to the kind of crops to be viously estimated that there was wa
Incorporation.
ter supply for 2,000,000 acres but from
grown can be made.
filed
were
Artloles of Incorporation
Results of this work will be Includ- compilations recently made by this ofoffice
by
In the territorial secretary's
In a pamphlet Mr. Miller now 1b fice, it assumes that there la at least
Mexico Mining com- ed
the Boston-Neout tor general distribution water available for 4,000.000 acres.
getting
PortIs
office
at
central
whose
pany,
TERRITORIAL ENGINEER
on Irrigation projects In New Mexico. Tbe following statement taken from
land and whose office In New Mexiwater records that have been collect
For the Treasury.
co Is at Cerrlllos with Alfred P.
Territorial Treasurer M. A, Otero ed on seven streams, will substantiTowne as agent The capital stock Is
has received that $6,000 check from ate tbe above statement Acre-Fedieleven
are
there
and
$1,500,000
RYNERSON
board of county commissioners of Streams
rectors of the company with William the
804,600
Bernalillo county for the reconstruc- AniraaB at Farmlngton
Hi Canterbury president
974,529
tion of the Albuquerque road. He al- Canadian at Logan
Article were also filed by the Hon- 286,340
from Gila at Cliff
so received the following:
Dem-ln- g
at
Rio
Grande
at
Company
Buckman
....
Realty
158,018
Pattberg
Tito Melendez, treasurer of Mora
Mlmbres
at
7,085
naming Clarence H, Hon a direcFaywood
D. Martinez,
J.
from
$380.71;
county,
Pecos at Carlsbad
tor and agent for New Mexico. The
438,867
and
Taos
$79.46,
of
treasurer
county,
2,050,000
objects of the company are to do a from Game and Fish Warden Thomas San Juan River
Insurrectionary Activity Near
general real estate business and the P.
$88.50.
Gable,
Total
5,719,429
Mining Camps n Chi.
capital stock Is $25,000 of 100 shares
Notary Appointed.
Six million acre feet Is of sufficient
at $26, and the paid in stock Is $6,000.
huahua
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa has quantity to cover the entire Territory
The directors and stock holders are C.
C. Ball of East of New Mexico 0.9 Inches in
William
appointed
and Leroy
depth.
H. Hon, F. O. Pattberg
a notary The above statement of 4,000,000 acres
The dura- Vaughn, Guadalupe county,
Hon, eight shares each.
UNCLE SAM MAY INTERVENE
is
therefore
conservative
public.
owing to tbe
tion of the company Is 50 years. A
Entries.
Land
a
that
fact
streams
In
of
the
number
also
was
certificate
The following were the land entries western portion of the Territory have
filed.
Such is Interpretation Put Upon
yesterday at the local land office: not been Included, also high run-off- s
Too Gay With Gun,
Mobilization of Department
Alamofor
the
White
Mountain
and
Emily
Walter
E.
Mountalnalr;
Vassar,
The mounted police office here ha
M. gordo drainage basin.
Charles
of Texas.
received word that Mounted Police- P. Howe, Sanchez;
DobHalf Million Horse Power.
Santa Fe; Joseph W.
man J. A. Beal has arrested Lum Johnson,
In connection with the stream flow
Ventura
Baca,
Naco, Ariz., March 7. According to
Hardwlck, aged about 36 years, at bins, Farmlngton;
Lee J. Sllnkard,
Mangas; records and river profile it is estimat
Demlng for threatening to kill some Cuba;
ed
that there Is 600,000 horse power William Rynerson, son of former terC.
Fred
Farmlngton;
Pierce,
Harry
'
are
trouble
Details of the
one.
as yet undeveloped in this Territory. ritorial Senator Rynerson of New
Wright Morlarty.
awaited.
Seven thousand dollars Is being spent Mexico, who arrived here yesterday
Work.
Road
For the Treasury.
The board of county commissioners annually by the territory in collect from the vicinity of El TIgre mine,
A.
M.
Otero
Territorial Treasurer
re- many Americans and prominent MexChairman I. Sparks and Sher- ing official records on the water
has received a check of $4,427.99 from through
are to be com- sources of New Mexico. This work- Is ican families are fleeing from the
Charles
iff
Closson,
Ervlen
R.
repP.
Commissioner
Land
carried on under the most
country because of the insurrection
mended for the way they have taken being
date methods, using the most Import activity.
resenting receipts from various Instiof the road situation in Santa Fe
f
ant stations.
tutional lands in the territory. The hold
The Fries automatic
Would Not Attack Americans.
A well directed movement
territorial treasurer paid yesterday county.
gages, of which there are 13 now In
in
El
commissioners
any
the county
Paso, Texas, March 7. Mail adand I Bristol automatic
the sum of $18,540 on certificates of by
1
vices from Parral say that on Sunday
sure to meet with popular operationIn this
Indebtedness of 1909 on the armories county
gages.
Important work New the
the
surrounded
Insurrectos
and obtain assistance,;
Mexico ranks as high as any other
of Las Cruces, Santa Fe, Roswell, Lai approval
have state east of the slope of tbe Rocky American mining camp of Ely In Chicommissioners
The
county
Silver
City.
and
Vegas
huahua and were about to attack
arranged with the road commission mountains. Three hydrographlc sur when
Miscellaneous Business,
Manager James Colbath sent a
Under the title of . "miscellaneous to drag the road from Santa Fe to veys for the adjudication of water messenger to explain that Americans
business" which does not Include life La Bajada Hill as soon as the ground rights have been completed, namely: owned the entire property. The Inre- The Black, Hondo and Rayado rivers.
and fire Insurance, Insurance Com- is in proper condition. Owing to
surrectos then retired. They were
Carey Act.
missioner Jacobo Chaves has made a cent rain and snowfall now is cerwell armed and mounted.
the
Under
of
the
work
Carey
provisions
report showing premiums received tainly the time In which this
Talk of Intervention.
Act acceptance passed by the 1909
and losses paid by various companies should be done. The good roads com
El Paso, March 7. American interthere
hava
two
been
segreuse
legislature,
the
in the territory. The premium In- mission will lend the county
practically made amounting vention Is on every Up today as the
crease over 1909 Is $44,670.34 and the of the new drag and will furnish gations
to 20,000 acres, 10,000 acres
the result of the U. S. government orderloss Increase is $8,351.21. The report necessary supervision for the proper Lake Charette Reservoir and by
Ditch ing additional troops toward the MexCounty
carrying on of this work.
is as follows:
Company, Springer, New Mexico, and ican border.
The first Is premiums and the sec Road Supervision S. Alarld has been 10,000 acres
by the Oasis Development
Mutiny Among Rebels.
assigned to this work by tbe county
ond Is losses paid:
Is
Mexlcall, Mexico, March 7. Mutiny
no commissioners and It is believed with Company, Arteala, New Mexico. It
American Bonding, transacted
acres
will
be
150,000
that
has broken out in the ranks of the
his interest in the road movement he expected
business.
segregated under the provisions of Mexican rebels holding Mexlcall, as
will be able to put the roads in first
American Surety $3,830.87. nil.
this law within the year of 1911.
a result of inactivity of tbe leaders
$32,399.59; class condition.
Continental Casualty,
wlm
Fomalnln.
ltl In
I
Irrigation Districts.
In
$12,417.26.
Sheriff Closson Is Interested
Under the provisions of tbe Irriga- awaiting the expected advance of
Comerce Trust, $631; nil.
grading the road from this city by tion district law, two projects have federal
frnm Kn.onodn
rnntain
Frankfort, $9,658.77; $3,659.79.
way of Arroyo Hondo dam to con- been formulated and are now doing Stanley, an American member of the
$1,095.91; nect with the road at Csmoncito.
ft Casualty,
Fidelity
construction work.
Orchard District Insurgent band, endeavored to oust
$153.18.
With two such men as Sparks and Irrigation Company- of Aztec, New General Leyva from command but was'
Fidelity & Deposit $5,287.05; nil.
move
road
Closson behind the county
Mexico, 12,000 acre. Las Vegas Ir arrested and Is now In Irons. Several
Globe Surety, $1,003.97; nil.
ment there 1b no reason why Santa rigation District, Las Vegas, New Americans, considered by the Mexi- Hartford Steam Boiler $3,490.33; nil. Fe
hanner
not
should
be
the
county
Mexico, was for 16,000 acres. In spite can rebels as worthless as military
Lloyds Plate Glass, $3,007.16; $603.-87- i road county In the territory.
of general conditions
of Irrigation material, have lately been run out of
bonds throughout the country, securi- camp. Leyva said today his contin-- j
Injunction Issued.
London Guarantee, $2,808.71; $1,905.
Judge John R. McFie, In chambers ties of this character In New Mexico ued policy would be to wait for the
Maryland Casualty $3,384.66; $437.
to eastern government troops to advance from
this afternoon, Issued a temporary have proven acceptable
35.
The rebels have plenty of
Mc- - capitalists.
$2,193.38; Injunction In the case of R. H.
Casualty,
Metroplitan
provisions.
Danlel vs. R. P, Cooper, et al, of San
Reclamation Service.
$1,061.56.
Active construction work has been
National Casualty $681.92; $428.86. Juan county, to restrain defendants
Grande Ele- ADAM STAOTMUELLER DIES
National Surety,. $6,187.19; $107.32. from pasturing their sheep on plain commenced on the Rio the-U.
S. ReOF PNEUMONIA.
New Jersey Fidelity and Plate Glass tiff's lands. The writ is made re phant Butte projects of
turnable on March 23, when defend- clamation Service which covers 180,-00$1,599.75; $696.11.
acres
stores
cause
show
the
land
and
to
of
2,000,000
ant
have
will
why
Glass
$862.34;
New York Plate
1 11
On Rnturriav nvenlnff
n'rfnrk
"
"
acre feet per annum and will cost ap
writ shall not be made permanent
$438.94.
there passed over the borderland one
com
when
$10,000,000
proximately
Treasurer's
Quarterly
Report
$3,603.70.
$5,530.25;
Ocean Accident,
Today the New Mexican publishes pleted. Final completion estimated
Pacific Coast Casualty, $279.10;
Fe, Adam Stadtmueller, who for over
the quarterly
report of Territorial in about seven years. This project
$10.86.
forty years had been ialthrnllv and
Pacific Mutual $32,598.99; $14,466.71.1 Treasurer M. A. Otero, which dem covers 110,000 acres of land in New - constantly working for the Brothers
PaIn
conthe
and
Rtncon
Mexico,
financial
onstrates the splendid
Mesilla,
Occidental $16,430.21; $6,110.29.
of St. Michael's
college. Ha sucSouthwestern Surety, $188.44; nil. dition of the Territory and, Incidental lomas valleys:
cumbed to an attack of pneumonia.
to
and
aeta
a
county
Three Hundred Applications.
good example
Title Guaranty & Surety $832.41; nil. ly
Hundreds and hundreds of boys have
There have been filed in the office known htm and
city treasurers to publish their reTravelers, $3,540.61; $1,127.49,
will say that his abthe
for
Janof
territorial
publlo
the
since
quarter,
every
ports
engineer
United States Health ft Accident,
sence must be felt for a long time. He
to
what
know
a
to
has
1911,
uary
1st,
right
1st,
certainly
1909,
February
$311.25; $164.06.
was a native of Brooklyn, N. Y., and
United States Fidelity and Guaranty becomes of the funds collected for 309 applications for permits to appro- was about 66 years of age. He had
242
been
for
have
water;
purposes.
public
priate
public
$799.97.
$14,633.11;
oome to Santa Fe at the call of the
Irrigation purposes and cover approx- late Venerable Brother
Totals $161,935.76; $48,655.13.
Botulph. His
1,000,000 acres of land, (this
imately
Land Entries.
AT
RECOUNT OF BALL0T8
funeral took place today from the
one million acres of land Is additions
The following were the land entries
18
ORDERED.
CHICAGO
old
church of San Miguel. Burial was
,
to acreage applied for prior to Januat the local land office yesterday:
made In the Rosario cemetery.
Vaary 1st, 1909) and 67 have been for
Maud S. Tletjen of Bluewater,
6.
March
Judge
County
Chicago,
Mulligan & Rising were the funeral
lencia county and Entlmo Carrasco, Owens today ordered a recount of the power, mining, milling, etc., purposes. directors.
amount
of
covers
The
horse
power
Los Lunas, Valencia county.
ballots cast at the primary on last
approximately 100,000, which is also
Do you know that of all the minor
Supreme Court.
Tuesday. The order wa Issued at the additional to those
In
previously applied ailments colds are
was
court
The supreme
again
Instance of Edward F. Dunne, who on
by far the most
session yesterday afternon, Chief Jus- the returns was defeated for the Dem for.
'
dangerous? It Is not the cold Itself
Highways.
tice William H. Pope presiding and ocratic mayoralty nomination by Car
to fear, but the serious
The construction of good permanent that you need
Associate Justices McFie, Parker, Ab- ter H. Harrison by 2.000 plurality out
Most
In diseases tha' it often leads to.
bott, Mechem, Wright, Roberts, being of 120,000 votes cast. Judge Dunne highways has become very popular
the territory under the provisions of of these are known as germ diseases.
present. Also, V. S. Attorney David charged that gross frauds were com
are
consumption
the good roads law passed by the Pneumonia and
J. Leahy, Attorney General Frank W. mitted.
i
Why not take Cham
1909 legislature.
From the period or. among them.
Clancy and Supreme Court Clerk Jose
time between March 19th, 1909, and berluln's Cough Remedy and cure
D. Sena.
Warning to Railroad Men
the present, there have been con- your cold while you can? For sale
The court disposed of the following.
Look out for severe and even dan structed
and open to traffic 225 miles by all dealers.
Case No. 1283 Pecos Valley and gerous kidney and Dianaer troueie
of public road distributed as follows:
Northeastern Railway vs. Price. Mofrom years of railroading. Roads
129
resulting
Total
Miles
Constructed
tion for statement of facts by order Geo. E. Bell, 639 Third street, Fort
Roswell-CarrlzozRoads Surveyed:
95
of court allowed to be withdrawn. ,
25
Ind., was many years a con- Silver
74 Socorro-Magdalen- a
No. 1354. In the matter of the last Wayne,
28
a
ductor on the Nickel Plate. He sayB: Santa
Cru
40 Santa
will and testament of Sarah Ellen Dye
53
Total
'Twenty years of railroading left my State Line to Raton
10
lee, vs. Ora Butler Meece, appellant
Roads inspected: ,
6
kidneys In terrible condition. There Demlng
Submitted on briefs.
110
was a continual pain across my back Total
225 Farmlngton-GnlluNo. 1359. Richard DI Palma, and
80
s
and hips and my kidneys gave me
Roads repaired and partially con Santa
Bernard Ruppe, appellees, vs. J. A.
20
.
Alamogordo-ODoudcro.
.
.
'
much distress, and the action of my structed:
j
and
Weinman
JoBeph Barnett, appel220
Total
was frequent and most pain Raton-La- s
bladder
10J
Vegas
on
briefs.
Submitted
lants.
s
Convicts have been UBed on the 811
I got a supply of Foley Kidney Santa
75
ful.
Vegas
No. 1373. Butner ft Ramsey, apSanta
175 ver
the first bottle made a won
Total
Pills
and
vs.
Oliver
apCo.,
Typewriter
pellants
and Santa
Fe
que, Las Vegas-MorRoads being constructed:
derful improvement and four bottles
submitted.
and
Argued
pellees.
8 canon roads; all other work has been
Since being La
No. 1380, A. Straus, appellant, vs. cured me completely.
Two camps ot
60 done by paid labor.
recommended
Foley Carlsbad-MonumeW. L. Foxworth, appellee, submitted cured I have
are now being maintained
SO convicts
Kidney Pills to mar" of my railroad Dona
on briefs.
81
ni two camps of paid labor, i
Las Vegas-MorCapital Pharmacy.
Tbe court then adjourned until 10 friends."
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He Accompanies Plenipotentiaries to Rebel Camp
Near Juarez

Charles F. Easier Selected
by Court to Untangle
Affairs

HE IS DOING SO UNOFFICIALLY

LIABILITIES

ARE

$295,000

Federal Defenders of Chihuahua Colonel W S. Hopewell Made
the Application Before
Reported to Be Scarcely
a Thousand.
Judge McFie
.

Juaiez, ona of the men mentioned
the rebel Junta at Washington aa
having made a peace proposition to
tbe El Paso junta declares he Is not
acting for the Mexican government
but merely as a private citizen and an
of
by

friend of Abraham Gonzales,
Seijas admits that he was accompanied to El Paso by Crus Gonzales, the
cousin of Abram Gonzales, by J. Garcia, cuadra, tax collector of Juarez,
and by former Governor Curry of
New Mexico, but says that Curry accompanied them merely as a disinterested witness.
Fighting at Tapis.
EiPaso, March 6. Mail advice
from Torreon say that American Consul Carothers has received official advices of severe fighting at Tapla,
In which dynamite was used.
Tbe rebels left the city after many
were killed on both sides and tben
destroyed tbe water works. There
have been no trains north In or out of
Chihuahua City since January 29, and
none south since February 28th. Advices to the Herald deny that 2,000
federals are defending Chihuahua. "A
thousand Is a big estimate," the dispatch says.
Infantry Relieves Artillery.
San Diego, Calif., March 6. Com-pany H, Eleventh Infantry, reached
Tia Juana, California, opposite Tia
Juana, Mexico, Lower California,'
from Monterey today, and tbe artillery from Fort Rosecrans was relieved from tbe boundary patrol duty. The
infantry will endeavor to patrol the,
line from Tia Juana to Calexlco, a distance of one hundred miles.
GRAND JURY EMPANELLED;
8. G, CARTWRIGHT, FOREMAN.

Judgt McFie Delivers
Afternoon

Busy
Ahead.

Charge
Term

This

Judge John R, McFie today empan-

elled the territorial grand Jury, and
Samuel G. Cartwright wa. selected
foreman.
Twenty talesmen were drawn also
for the United States grand Jury,
whifh will hn cnmDleted tomorrow.
The petit Jury will be drawn on Monday of next week.
Judge McFie began bis charge to
the territorial grand Jury Bhortly after 2 o'clock this afternoon, George W.
Armljo Interpreting Into Spanish.
Judge McFie outlined the duties of
the grand Jurors, and said that be noted with satisfaction that at least four
of the men who compose this Jury
have served at Y.one time or other as
J
thaufnH bm fhnr.
oughly conversant wih the manner of
conducting the bmlness before the
Jury.

Thtn la a. till docket for this term
of court and a busy time Is ahead for
Judge, lawyers and Jury. The court
fund also Is ample owing to recent
close collection of delinquent taxes
ny District Attorney B. C. Abbott.

Judge John R. McFie, In chambers,
yesterday afternoon upon representation of General Manager W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, that the New
Mexico Fuel and Iron Company was
hopelessly Insolvent, appointed General Charles F. Easley receiver of the
company. The schedule of liabilities
shows debts of (295,000, no schedule of assets being filed, these being
more or less of Indeterminate value.
General Eaaley qualified this forenoon by filing bond tor $10,000. The
New Mexico Fuel & Iron Company
was organized at the time of the
building of the New Mexico Central
Railroad and Its fortunes were more
or less tied up with that enterprise.
The capital stock of the company
was $600,000, and the bond issue $200,-00The directors are Colonel W.
S. Hopewell, F. J. Torrance, Arthur
Kennedy, Charles F. Easley and W.
C. Hagan, Edward R. Paul Is the secretary. It Is said that the troubles.
the action Just
which precipitated
taken by General Manager Hopewell,
were largely due to the fact that the
New Mexico Central Railroad holds
from
the
a mortgage guaranty
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company.
Mr. Hopewell was Interviewed this
afternoon as he was preparing to
leave for Chicago for a short vacation. He Bald of his application for a
receiver: "While the liabilities of
the New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company are given as nearly $300,000
these figures will be greatly reduced
when the assets can be adjusted for
which action a receiver Is needed by
the company."
FEBRUARY WAS UNUSUALLY
WET AND CLOUDY.
The month Just past was tbe wettest
February on record in Santa Fe during the 39 years that the V. S. Weather Bureau has kept records. It was
also one of tbe cloudiest months, the
sunshine percentage having been only
The precipitation for
66 per cent
the month was 1.99 Inches, most of
It in snow, the total snowfall having
been 18.7 Inches.
The atmospheric
pressure averaged 30.05, the highest 30.73 on February 22, the lowest 29.60 on February
4th.

The highest temperature was 54 degrees on February 12, and the loweBt
two below zero on February 21. The
greatest daily range was 20 degreeB
on February 7, and the least range 10
degrees on February 25. There has
been an excess in temperature since
New Year of 148 degree but for February there was a deficiency of 1.4
degrees each day.
The greatest precipitation In any
was .76 of an inch on Feb24 hour
ruary 18. Since New Year there has
been an excess In precipitation over
the average of the last 39 years of
1.01 Inches.
The prevailing direction of the wind
the total
was from the northeast,
movement 5398 miles, average hourly
velocity 8 miles, maximum velocity
30 miles per hour from the north on
February 5.
The number of cloudy days was 7,
partly cloudy 10; clear 11; five days
having 100 per cent of sunshine and
one day, February lfl, no sunshine at

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS.
Neutralize and remove the poisons
that oause baokache, rheumatism,
nervousness and all kidney and bladThey build up
der Irregularities.
all.
and restore the natural action of The average maximum temperature
these vital organs. Capital Pharmacy. was 40.3 degrees, the average miniThe mean rela20.9 degrees.
' mum
NEVER TOUCHED SANTA
at 8 p. m. was 60 per
FE THI8 TIME. tive humidity
cent.
Chicago, March 7. Serious delay
In
the
communication
to telegraphic
John W. SIckelsmlth, Greensboro,
northwest, west and southweBt. was Pa., has three children, and like most
announced by telegrams today. Dechildren they frequently take cold.
structive rain and sleet storms are "We have tried several , kinds of
Mexico,
New
In
Colorado,
reported
medicine," he says, "but have
California, Washington, Arizona, Ida- cough found
any yet that did them as
In the never
ho and at El Paso, Texas.
as Chamberlain's
Cough
northwest the wind is blowing seven- much good
For sale by all drugglBts.
Remedy."
miles an hour.
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J. Campbell, Noted Bridge
and Acqueduct Builder,
Is In Charge

RESUME

WORMY

MARCH

15

And One Dam May Be Finished
In Time to Catch the
Spring; Flood.
Declaring that It ' his earnest desire to rush the Arroyo Hondo project to completion and have at least
one of the two dams finished in time
to catch the spring flood, B. J. Campbell, builder of the largest lnterur-ba- n
bridge in the world and constructor of the famous concrete acqueduct
at Carlsbad, stated today mat It weather conditions permitted work will
be resumed on the project the middle of the month.
Mr. Campbell comes here as a re-- '
suit of the reorganization of the Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Company, In which F. A. Bridge, of
Chicago, ha loomed up a the con
Mr. Campbell said
trolling spirit.
"I expect to go to the protoday:
ject and look affairs over in a day
or two.
I understand that what 1
known as Dam No. 8 is
s
finished and It is my earnest wish to
see it entirely finished to fill up with
wster this year when the occassion
comes. I have been detailed to look
after the construction end of the work
and as far as I know Engineer E. E.
Meier will continue In charge of the
engineering work.
Mr. Campbell said that as soon as
id Ml Opportunity tO gO COTefuI- lT 0Ter tte Project he will be in a
Position to talk at greater length on
work.
What Froject Is.
ia' Project of the fianta Fe Irrl-Stlon and Improvement Company is
located on the Arroyo Hondo, about
x miles south of Santa Fe, and now
under construction,
The work consists of two dams,
One of these Is rubble masonry gO feet
high and the other Is
crete of the buttress tvne 140 feat
high, A main canal of
cross section, eight feet in diameter
and concrete lined, will lead from this
dam to a smaller reservoir of concrete construction,
This reservoir
will serve both as settling
and
measuring . basin, and also as a divl- lon

d'stuUg
WlU

butl0D

"y"fm'

The distriWa Cem-

ent tile laid under tbe ground, the
system being about 15 miles long.
As regards the lands to be Irrigated,
the area Is 10,000 acres which are divided, in twenty acre tracts, lying to
the south and southeast of the Arroyo'.
Hondo.
The land has an even and
gradual slope to the southwest
Two railroads, the Santa Fe and
the New Mexico Central, traverse the ,
land and provision has been made for
a townslte on each of the roads.
MORMON

PROPOGANDA
CAUSING

'
ANXIETY.

Home

Secretary Churchill Says That
Nation Is Aroused Over Pernl- '
clou Activity.

London, April 6. Home Secretary
Churchill today stated in the House
of Commons that the attention of the
government has been attracted to recent allegations of Mormon activity
among the women of this country and
have begun an investigation. While
he had no official information to support the asBertions that young girls
are being Induced to emigrate
to
Utah, there 1b no doubt, the secretary said, that the matter Is causing
deep concern and he proposed to investigate It exhaustively.
A

Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia.
Is too often the fatal equence. Foley's Honey and Tar expels the cough,
checks the la grippe, and prevents
It Is a prompt and repneumonia.
liable cough medicine that contains
no narcotics.
It Is as safe for your
children as yourself.
Capital

1

pertinent Words In this respect as
transmitted to The Republican by the
president's secretary:
"It contains the provision that the
constitution shall not go into effect
after ratification until it shall be approved by the president and by congress, the approval of congress either
to be affirmative or to be presumed
after the adjournment of the next
regular session of congress without Its
action.
"The next regular session under the
law Is, I have no doubt, assuming the
constitution to be present at this session, the first session of the Sfxty-seo- ond congress, that la, . the congress
Just elected, which will meet In regul-la- r
It consession nest December.
gress does not act after I have approved, or Indeed, whether I have approved It or not If It does not act at
that time its approval will be pre'
sumed.'
In advising congress the other day
that he had approved New Mexico's
recom
constitution, the president
mended that congress also approve.
His reason fof this request was, no
doubt, his desire to see the matter
disposed of at this session of congress instead of compelling New Mexico to wait until possibly the end of
the next regular session, which Is
The
more than 15 months away.
house followed his recommendation,
and unanimously approved the constitution. The senate voted down the
house resolution, because there had
been attached to it' an amendment
approving the Arizona constitution al-

UNDEVELOPED

THElSILVER LINING.

RESOURCES.

cold grave press?"
Occasionally he speaks of her ln
Jocular familiarity:
"There was a little gal,
And she lived with her mother;
All the devils out ot bell
Couldn't scare up such another."
One condition out of which grew
u
.1
tha

FOLK SONGS.

The Albuquerque Tribune , CItlsen
moanB editorially that Justice Harlan
ot the 17, 8. Supreme Court cannot

Perhaps the most Interesting, scientific work that is Delis' ppp anywhere ln the world, is that' in the
Keilcan
"a notntn, hn ha marl A mnrrrAITR
laboratory ot the Old Palaoe, where
ot several Justices of the United
Dr. Harrington is recording on a
States Supreme Court testified before
New MEXICAN PRINTINQ
a congressional committee that when
specially constructed phonograph the
.......I v. ft,...
,',u- - .amln.n
.'". - nun won to
folk songs of the Pueblo and other "
h-7
me
case
01
in tne
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
'alng the cattle down for the night, and ,
gald they couldn't afford It. He
r
.
dlan, the phonograph recdrfis are of, gfter mo8t of thelr comTades were thy
Editor am. president,
Justice Harlan as saying:
reports
to
the.' preservation
vital Importance
FRANK P. TURQEa,
Cowboys say that the voice
"I would like to have that portrait
asleep.
that
is
words.
melodies
rue,
and
It
theBe
resources.
.'
of Its
peoullar
thB of
had a quieting effect on the cattle. I borrowed $1,000 when I was married
... . ....
a
a nnapfAP mil.
-- ., Bv akIv
most of the county But there Is also a rich mine of. Spanlwm,
Many of the songs deal with the and every year alnoe, when I fix up
cultivation territorial land
Chsrtes
In
BeolJon.
Hon acres were under
this
or.
folk
ish
songs
are ,In the hands
,
cowboy's dally life; as, for example: my accounts I find I still owe that
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER.
to-- governments
.".,
in
systems:
Made
a
collection
of
Irrigation
,.n,-Tt.thas
Lummls
and F.
r.
the organization Republicans,
Secretary-Treasure"O, the cowpuncher loves the whistle $1,000.
day the area under tuch cultivation the
nf til a inna
.organ.atlon can per- these, and Is preparing several vol '
"The Justices now receive salaries
P
of
the
umea
ls three fmes as great, which means
for
.Sdme
Uself
publlca,t'on,
.nd .trengtuen
h8 rftce, o;er thg pjajn,';
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Second
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preserved,
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period ,pf quiet;
And the stagedrlver loves the popper much to live 6i afd keep up their
der irrigation of at least J35.000.000 as t( wl be enab)e(1 ,t0 catch up flnan-again- doubt, furalBh composers with'' themes
danta Fe Postofflce.
of his whip .
positions. Wielding their tremendous
112,000.000 'twenty years ago. claIy Jjrlan p, pto every,, precinct and motives for compositions as they
And the jingle ot his concord chains.
Interests, their
over
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION
are pronounced to be moBt beautiful. And we'll all pray the Lord that we power Is lnmoneyed
It is true, that under an official hydro- - t0 prepare for the battle of; the
the. last degree honor
poverty
out
It
was
.
Nsw
.
the
field
tor.
fruitful
1912,'
Another
given
when,
carrier
survey,
compiler,'
ln
by
week,
jjjovember
lot,
TJally, per
will be saved,
able to UI,em.",
.75
elect besides .'. Its state, although, ot .leaser value, Is that of ' And we'll keep the Golden Rule
twenty years ago that there was hard- Mexico
Dally, per month, by carrier ...
Still, only a few weeks ago, the pa.
i . ...
Mexico to lelalattVe and county officers,
In
New
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mail
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by
month,
the
that!
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cowboy
early
enough
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per
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But I'd rather be
per shrieked Iself hoarse because the
1.00
a million acres with a possl- - denttal electors. On New Year's day, sung on the range and in camp, The
Dally, three months, by mall
girl I love
Constitution of New Mexico provided
ISO
ble nroductlon of 1100,000,000 a year 1913. theVew officers will take charge Review ot Reviews speaks of one of
Dally, six months, by mall .. ... 7.00
Than to monkey with this
a salary of $4,600 a year for the dis'
and that today, much more reliable 0f the Territory and now Is the time of these collections as follows:
Dally, one year, by mall
mule."
..
trict Judges.
... J6
For the past five or six years Prof.
data assure an area four times as to sea to 't that they will au oe neWeekly, per month
Another cowboy thus boasts of his
.50
has John A,
agitation
as possible of reclamation' by publican. Political
Weekly, per quarter
Sheldon. Fellow of skill:
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large
have been sudden inspira1.00
that twenty and been laid for the time, and everything Harvard University for the investiga- ..I'm a rowdy cowboy. Just 'off the It may caused President Taft to
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only
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tion of American Ballads has, been
stormy plains;
mobilise on the spur, of the moment
The Weekly New Mexican Review
and acres on high mesas were under the present, and the triumph of
trying to collect (he words of the moat My trade Is cinching saddles and pul- twenty-thousan- d
men and send them
and mibllcan nflnclnles when the' Teal
iirlrntlnn
la the oldest newipaper In New Mexnithmit
estypical Western cowboy songs,,
In
to the Mexican border but Uncle
ling bridle reins.
November
in
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'ofnex'
acras
comes,
million
ico. It Is ent to every postofflce
three
that this spring
pecially thoBe ot the States and Terri- Oh. I can tin the lasso; tt Is with Sam's international friends have good
'
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a law and
the Territory and ha
are being plowed for cultivation In the year.
tories bordering on Mexico;, and the
Intelreason to doubt the inspiration theory
graceful ease .
the
circulation
among
is
this
all
But
(rowing
reBUlt of his labors 's a volume of I
regions.
farming
dry
the
rope a streak ot lightning and ride and to adopt that of a deliberata 'de'
LET THE GOOD WORK GO ON.
ligent and progreMlve people of
a mere beeinnln. Even though one
frontier ballads and eowbo"song
it where I please."
sign of a military damonstration that
Southwest.
grievance recently issued from the press.
Santa Pe
county's
In
horsepower is worth only $10 a year,
The sad ending ot many 1 rough will influence the course of events in
half a million horsepower would mean against Senator Owens of Oklahoma the Sewanee Review, Professor' Lo- rider ia
Mexico and beyond. It is certain
depicted in the following:
five million dollars worth of power an- - Is the greatest, for It must lumber max traces the origin ot many of these
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that such a mobilization at this time,
"It Was onoe ln the saddle
manu- - along for two years more In an tin-,,.to
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a
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periences
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pre sources
handicaps trade and lndustry-anThe vote of yesterday means, sim- for many years to come.
of some of the - Songs' he
I used to go gay.'
diplomatic notea between London and
vents growth and development How
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"
ply, that the aenate expressed Itself
writes:
First to the dram house;
Washington that would come mighty
ever by a close collection of taxes.
'
forcibly against the Arizona constituLONGER SCHOOL HOURS,
near producing a real war scare.
and
"Many of them were given to me
with an adequate assessment
THE STATU8 OF 8TATEHOOD
Then, to the card house-- Got
and against the New Mexico contion,
who had
New Mexico has a compulsory under careful
shot ln the breast,
expenditure of public by students of West Texas
The public mind Is more or less be- stitution only because the two were
Schoo.
ot
I
law
'
and
some
1
have
yet,
school attendance
" , .No', doubt, President .Taft waa. sinI'm dying
both the county and the city been in my classes;
state-hoojund
coupled together,
fogged as to the real status of
A. u. siroup 01, oer can continue to make Important and talned from the files Of a Texas news
Is not usually regard cere in his enconluras heaped on resupenntenaent
The
cowboy
Even the Associated Press In
The vote of yesterday in no way nallllo county, the richest and most permanent Improvements. The coun paper of large circulation',' Which tor-cHe tiring, Secretary, of the Interior
aB a deeply religious person.
a himself says
In fact,. to doubt his sincerIts early dispatches of Saturday fore- affects the operation of the enabling populous of New Mexico counties, re ty officials are Interested ln
good a number of years has printed
of
cent
the
35
......
two
the
act
per
territories.
per
for
that
and
only
ports
rriads and they can peg away syste column of old familiar songs;
"On the plains we scarcely know ity would ,be a studied and unjustifinoon fell Into several palpable errors,
In order for New Mexico or Arizona sons of school age are attending pub matically on the good roads projects some have come from manuscript a Sunday from a Monday."' He, how able Insult. .1,1 The New Mexican la. alThe real situation was clearly, out-- j
'
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H.
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private schools. This seems a re ,ng the county moaei highway from down from the Hps of
plicitly that the enconlums are
riicnnTrh nf Saturday afternoon to! the president, there must be "dlsapuntil It Is
And by "con-- markably low average,
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Yet, it will be difficult to
Cmt
He'll never forget you.
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the New Mexican, and again by thejproval" by congress.
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The bouse having approved the New
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a
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it
paratlve statistics,
'
ganta Pe wosneQ away at
fanner In the Texas Panhandle, one.
troversy would be by far the most in
Book."
at the presldentia. election In Novem- Mexico constitution, and the senate
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time
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hard for me
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ver, are
Morgan, and once a citizen of Carlsters ot the proj ct, Albuquerque Is to to do work on account of
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pains In my
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena and bad, Eddy county. New Mexico, whero on East pHlace
t!ic circul:;
Mrs. Mary A. Jolly of C'lovls. grant- have four out ot the nine directors of lolnt and any sudden movement agThe Spanmn American Social cl,,DjCR11
Assistant District Attorney Louis C. he leased Hagerman Height
tlie 'bloo.l i.i Kid be
from
to
elect the pres- gravated my trouble. My rest was
on witter ed original pension rate nt J13 month 'lie company and is
Ilfeld have returned to Las Vegas.
The eave a delightful dance Monday night cause the liorbij impii-t- iri
Mrs. Tansill, Is married again.
Ident and treasurer of the company. disturbed by a too frequent desire to
1910; also accrued.
February 27, at Library hall. Morri it thrives are constantly t'cpositcd fiom Nov.
Paris Gordon, Charles W. Frey, F. new Mrs. Harjes was Mrs. Charles son's
The
purpose of the organization Is void the kidney secretions and the
orchestra was the music pro into it byf the burdened circulation.
Cyrus II. Klrltpatilck tt Mogollon,
Sheets, and George M. Beck are
Gilpin 3rd of Philadelphia, a divorcee vider and it did so gracefully. The
tile blood and the sore will Socorro county, granted relBBue rate the promotion of the building of a passages were scanty and painful
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hotel.
Paris." Roswell Daily Record.
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Mlrabal and Chapman, and Floor its very Jmrce and foundntion will
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with benefit, Induced me to try them.
W. M. Berger, the builder of cities
S. S. S. cures j county, granted increase rate ot 20 be permanent.
"Mrs. D. D. Hudson and daughter, Manager John V. Conway wore warm have beed destroyed.
and formerly a resident of Santa Fe, Miss Pauline Tressler, of Manitou, ly congratulated for tho success of Chronic Ulcers ot every kind for the month from January 20, 1911.
The organization was formed at a I found relief at once and by the time
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He is at
1b here from Belen.
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Atlanta,
President Taft
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trip
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terday morning
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Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
being
subject
Jose Wallace of Roswell, granted lowing the proposed route of the
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nal revenue (as come
the governor:
Mills, wife
Fe with his effects.
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In closing, Mr. Danburg's letter of the
tribute to the work of the W.C. T. U. 21, 1910.
league In preventing
Mrs. W. H. Pope of Roswell ii tlie Nathan Jaffa, wife of the territorial
V. Frankel, representing a brush
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In America.
Alonzo White of Raton,, granted In says:
the selling of liquor In "dry" counties
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I granted original pension rate of $17 you will hear from us again soon."
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Henry Gerpbardt, president of the March
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to Washington, D. C, on the matter Leroy O. Moore, special agent of the
to
a few been at Estancla, Visiting his son, la Jan. 16, 1911.
from Kansas
The letter
Frenger.
of thiB rule.
of securing a loan of $60,000 for the the land office, has returned from weeks here. City are spend
at the Palace in Santa Fe as a witness In the fedThey
Wm. S. Holley of Rana, Union 1:45. Address of Welcome on behalf was Issued by direction of tbe Pope
Rio Hondo Water Users' association Las Vegas where he went on business hotel.
of Las Cruces.
Mayor R.
eral court
and was read In the 175 churches of
oounty, granted Increase, rate of $15
to complete a cement flume into the yesterday.
W. B. Freeman of Denver, Is In
Tor month from Dec. 19, 1910.
William Daniels of Duran,
the Detroit diocese, for the first time
Attorney Rivera of Taos, was
Rio Hondo reservoir from the heada visitor in Santa Fe today on his Santa Fe this week looking over the rance county, an employe of the El
Homar L. McQueen of Fort Bayard, 2:15. Address.
yesterday. The letter says: "We
waters of the Hondo,
data In the office of Ter- Paso & Southwestern railway, Is In granted original pension, rate of $30 2:45. Address on Federation.
, Mrs
that In the future no confessor,
Several employes of the Colorado way to Raton where he goes on legal hydrographic
ritorial Engineer Charles D. Miller for Santa Fe as a witness In the U. S month from Nov. 7, 1910.
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Phillip W. Moore.
having facilities in this province, abTelephone Company are here today business.
the U. S. Geological Survey.
court.
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solve parents who require their Bons
Mrs. Maria Anlceta BuBtamante de
and are registered at the Coronado. "Chas. A. Spless returned yesterRev. A. M. Danely of Los Angeles,
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Morris and child Chaves of San Jose,
Evening Session.
and daughters to attend
San Miguel
They are L. C. Riley, J. Smith, J. Cas-sid- y, day from Raton, where he had been
and
Mrs. J. of Santa Cruz, northern Santa Fe
Calif., uncle of Professor
G. Jacobs, E. W. Allen, F. M. tor a few days looking after Importcounty, granted original pension, rate 8:30. Reception to Mrs. Moore and schools, unless such parents, when go
A. Wood, came in Saturday and spent county, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leo
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Washington accrued.
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'N. Maxwell,
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Meyer have returned to Estancla, aftby the decision of the bishop, after tbe
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arrived In the tancla, are In Santa Fe, having been Deo. 28, 1910.
S. E. Brady, of Chicago Is here on er spending some time at Palomas torial coal oil Inspector
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summoned
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grand
C. H. WlUon and n. G. Calkins of
who send their children to
The Saturday Card Club is meeting
1:30. Executive meeting.
from Deo. 28, 1910.
the forestry service, are at the Mon- this afternoon at the home of Mrs. now and rain did a world ot good in Judge A. J. Abbott came In yesterBchools are referred to the bishop."
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A. Robinson of Albuquerque,
a
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Rlto
from
Taos
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Frijoles
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day
tezuma hotel.
E. C. Abbott and besides the mem8:30. Musical by Las Cruces Music
3. P. Porter of Estancla Is here to business visit. He reports plenty of granted Increase, rate of $16 month
F. Sheets, a salesman of rubber bers of the club Mrs. Brltton of CleveThe most common case ot Insomnia
Club In honor of Mrs. Moore
serve on the grand Jury. Mr. Porter's snow on the mesas and In the moun- from Deo. 81, 1910.
shoes, is here from Wlsbona, lnd. land, Ohio, Is a gueat.
it disorder ot the stomach. Chamberand visiting Club Women.
John Cottllsh Raff of Los Lunas,
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The Wallace Club is meeting this af nephew Allen Barrett and his daugh- tains to the west of Sana Fe.
The Woman's Board of Trade and lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets cor
John L. Zimmerman, the former granted original pension, rate of $8
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-for- ternoon at the home of Mrs. Charles ter Miss Annie Porter have brought
of New reot these disorders and enable you
fourteen other organization
is at Alamogordo and left there A. Wbeelon. Besides the members of the Dally Herald of Estancla and will county surveyor of Santa Fe county month from June 27, 1902. ,,
For sale by all dealers.
Mexico thus far have expressed their to sleep.
Mrs. Johanna F. FlBke of Santa Fe,
the club the guests are Mrs. Robinson run It as a progressive Republican and who has been surveying Bernaliltoday for Roy, Mora county.
several granted original pension, rate of $12 willingness to Join the Territorial
for
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Mr. and
of
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F. M.
W.
Sunmount,
and
Prince
Woodslde
which is to be organized. FORTY YEAR OLD GROOOM,
Miss
month from Oct. 16, 1910 and $2 month Federation
Ellen F. Daniels, former days. His home Is In Las Vegas.
Lyons, Wis., are sightseers register- Mrs. Arthur Staab.
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD BRIDE.
The visiting delegates will be guests at
ed at the Montezuma hotel.
"Angus McOillivray was made a each tor minor children and Invalid
"Judge and Mrs. H. L. Waldo left teacher in tbe Santa Fe public schools
Mrs.
ladies.
Cruces
Las
of
homes
the
of
faca
little accrued.
Miss Irene Esaliurer.
the
proud and happy father of
daughter nf yesterday afternoon for Kansas City. but at present a member
Pueblo, Colo., March 8. H. F. Corn- George W. Frenger of Las Cruces is
Albert Manuel of - Galisteo, Santa the?
waiao naa Deen spending a ulty at the New Mexico Normal Uni- daughter last night Mr. and Mrs.
ceoiuger, lormeny a resident
stock, 41 years old, and Laura M.
and
Federation
General
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Fe
In
Santa
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the
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at
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here, has gone to Chcago to study iweelt here visiting her daughter, Mrs. versity
guest
McOillivray
Fe county, granted original pension, Mrs. R.
his bride of three days,
Asplund of this city Is the Comstock, 14,
mu8lcA. T. Rogers, Jr." Las Vegas Optlo. a week ot Mrs. R. B. Wllllson and the past month. Mrs. McGUlivray is rate of $12
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Miss
a
General
of
J. A. McDannlel and family of La
Easley,
Dagg.
daughter
"Solomon Luna, Republican
Pueblo from Hot Springs, Ark. After
1901.
"Charles C. Catron, assistant dis- mighty proud of his new grand
lowing committees have been appoint- a two-hou- r
Colo., are at the Palace. They'tinoal committeeman for Mev Mexico,
by Chief
Investigation
Marcus Archuleta of Rowe,
San ed at Las Cruces:
"
' here from his home In Los Lunas. trict attorney of the First Judicial daughter." Estancla Dally Herald.
rTTr
Yund, the couple were released. PassSanta Fe lawyer, was The youngster arrived Sunday night Miguel county, granted reissue at Entertainment: Mrs. W. J. Stephens,
and
prominent
$100 REWARD, $100.
Mr. Luna was in consultation
today
engers on the Missouri Pacific train
The readers of this paper will be with Harry W. Kelly on wool and an arrival in Las Vegas last night, and mother and child are reported as rate of $12 month from April 6, 1908
chairman; Mrs, H. A. Broaddus, who did not believe they were mar
and $16 from Dec. 28, 1910.
to doing well.
Mrs, J. P. Monty, Mrs. Luther Fos- ried, caused the investigation.
pleased to learn that there Is at least sheep business." Las Vegas Dally spending the day here attending
The
William B. Bates, of Orogrande.
of New
legal business. He will return home
ter, Mrs. C. W. Geber, Mrs. Frank girl was dressed in her school frock.
"George Curry,
urpauea disease that science bas WO.
Las
this evening."
Vegas Daily Op Mexico and former captain in the Otero oounty, granted original pen
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
iBlas, Mrs. T. C. Sexton.
Her husband le six feat five Inches
Owing to the Inclement weather,
Mrs. Henry Stoes, chair tall, Is gray haired and weighs 215
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure the dedication or rae first of the San- tic,
"Rough Riders" under Colonel Roose- slon, rate of $12 month from June 30, Executive:
Mrs.
Alford
are
and
Cooley
"Judge
la the only positive oure now known ta Fe Trail markers In this country,
velt, one time governor of a Philip- 1910.
man; Mrs. M, O, Llewellyn, Mrs. pounds.
having plans prepared for a cottage pine province, is on his way to Washto the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- which was to have taken
Mrs. Garcia Josepha de Noedel of
L, C. Woodson, Mrs. George W.
"Foley's Honey and Tar Is the best
place this to be erected south of the Arthur
Join
the
will
he
where
ington, D. C.,
Santa Fe, granted original pension,
Frenger, Mrs. P. Moreno.
ing a constitutional diaease, requires week, has been postponed until Foster
oough remedy I ever used, as It quick
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at
the
Mexico
to
him
cottage
and
accompany
a constitutional treatment.
rate of $8 month from May 29, 1906 Press: Mrs. T. Brannlgan, chain. ly stopped a severe cough that had
Hall's spring.
Cottage Sanatorium. This means that El Paso next week." El Paso Herald. and (12 month from
Mrs. W. Alex. Sutherland, long troubled me," says J, W. Kuhn,
Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, act- This is a difficult world Indeed
man;
April 19, 1908
and Mrs. Cooley are to become
Judge
Miss H;ll and Miss Floy Frenoh,
anu iz montn additional ior eacn oi
And the people are hard to suit,
ing directly upon the blood and muPrincetln, Nebr. Just so quickly and
residents of Silver City, 80CIETY WOMAN DROP8
permanent
4 minor children; aUo
cous surfaces of the system', thereby And the man who plays the violin
accrued pen- Decorations and Badges: Mrs. N. C. surely It acts In all cases of coughs,
which will be welcome news to their
PLAYING. BRIDGE. sion.
DEAD
'
Is a bore to the man with a flute.
destroying the foundation of the disMrs. C. D. colds, la grippe and lung trouble.
chairman;
Frenger,
many friends." Silver City Enter
Pharease, and giving the patient strength
Mrs, Jaclnta Deschamps ot Bue-yeroCapital
Thompson, Miss Daniels, Mrs. Oscar Refuse substitutes.
7.
Exciteprise.
March
Colo.,
Denver,
by building up the constitution and And I myself have often thought
,;
Union county, granted original
macy.
Lohman, and Mrs. J, S. McClure.
Three territorial officials were at ment arising during a friendly game
In
nature
How very much better 'twould be
assisting
doing Its work.
Albuquerque yesterday: Captain Fred of bridge whist in her home at 1004
The proprietors have so much faith in If every one of the folks I knew
Fornoff of the Mounted Police, Super West Colfax avenue Is supposed to
Its curative powers that they1 offer
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil- Intcndent Cleofes Romero of the Pen
have resulted In the death of Mrs.
One Hundred Dollars for any case ler will leave this evening for St. Joand Superintendent ot Pub- Mary J. Smith. As she was about to
that It fails to cure. Send for list ot seph, Missouri, where he will appear itentiary
lic Instruction J E. Clark.
name a trump she fell forward on the
'
testimonials.
as witness In United States Supreme
Marshall card table and before her friends could
United States Deputy
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, court While at St. Joseph, he will Smith Is In Santa Fe from
Albuquer- realize what had happened Bhe had
Ohio. s
meet former Engineer Vernon L. Suldisease. Mrs. Smith
died of heart
que.
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk
livan who has been at Washington,
Sold by Druggists, 7Bc.
The Rev. A. M. Dalnloy of Urbana. was 48 years old and had been a resihavin
D. C.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be well.
Illinois, la visiting his niece Mrs. J, dent of Denver ten months. She
THE lrTAL PHARMACY,
The New Mexican Is pleased to see
A. Wood
Mr, Dainley preached yes- - came here from Kansas City.
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INNOVATIONS
lng in any ot the succeeding opinions plaintiff to the) relief sought It canof this court or of the Supreme Court not be contended thai there is any
MORTALITY
8TATI8T1C8.
of the United States necessarily con departure ln proofs
from
findings
trary to the holding on this point ln the allegations.
New Facts Regarding Death, to Be
"This disposes of all of the contenthe Ashenfelter case, lt only remains
Shown By th Census Bureau
to determine whether that decision tions of appellants.
The court 1. In15
In Report. Soon to Be Issued.
Is so palpably to reason and right as debted to counsel on ach side for the
Washington, D. C, March 4 Two
to lead to It. being set aside at this aid furnished by .'heir respective
Important Innovations will be made ln
time, That case, ln holding that briefs which are unusually able and
Association Also the compilation of mortality statistics Keen Disappointment of OfHoliness
there was no power of removal, re exhaustive.
j
by the Bureau of the Census, begin
"For the reasons stared the decree
jects as untenable the contention that
ficials Over Delay of
Hates Tobaeco, Opiates, ning
with the report for 1910, ln preplt flowed from the duty ot the gov- of the lower court Willi be affirmed
aration under the direction of Dr.
and Intoxicants.
Statehood Boon
ernor "to take care that the laws be and lt Is so ordered.
j
Cressy L. Wilbur, chief statistician
Chief Justice Pope and Associate
executed." It .considers
faithfully
for
vital
statistics.
and adjudges not 'well taken the at- Justices McFle, Wright) and Parker
NEW MINING
OFFICE
COMPANY
REMAINS IN
These comprise the tabulation of A
tempt made there, as here, to de concur while Associate Justice Ah MANN
the rate ot mortality, by days of age
duce from the President's power a bott having tried the case below and
for the first three weeks of life and
similar authority ln the territorial Associate Justice Robert, not having
executive. It reviews the authorities heard the argument did not partici- Mounted Policeman Rusk Is Still by months for the first two years of Adjutant General Finds Drouth
In
thl.
Is
Had Bad Effect on Guard
raised there, as lt
opinion.
here, that the pate
On the Job, But Many Would life; and also detail information InTurley Case.
right to remove exists as an Incident
cluding principal causes of death with
at Alamofordo.
Succeed Him.
Case No. 1322, Jay lirley et al.,
of the power to appoint and hollds
distinction as to the age and sex for
that It does not apply where as In plaintiffs In error, vs. L. B. Furman.
the more numerous and Important
Gloom envelopes the capltol and
this case' the tenure ot office is fixed. et al.. defendant. In error. Writ of Acting Governor Jaffa has appointed nationalities of the foreign poulatlon,
federal buildings, and officials were
No reasons have been presented, as error to district court ok San Juan Charles W. Wood of Cuates, Union such as
Irish, German. Italian, etc.
.!5 there have been no authorities, which county. Judgment Is affirmed.
. fVl
'
til June 1. after It handed down four court, h" Jn .
county, a notary public.
These statistics are expected to add gathered together shortly before noon,
The question for determination wasl
,
condoling ont with the other, over the
opinions and ruled on a number of Pr""T
A De- -r
constrain us to the view that these
Deer.
v .' . --Vl . -- T.
Important and valuable Information bad news from
motions. Adjournment was taken to
Washington that the
conclusions were wrong. The case whether the territorial engineer of
i
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and
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Warden
has
Gable
ha
to
current
to
mortalsuch
less
Infant
previous
knowledge
senate voted down the Andrews joint
June 1. so that n case there should be
New Mexico had Jurisdiction, under reoeived word that DeDutv Warden
controlling author- - was well considered'. It has stood
ity and of the comparative vitality resolution.
49 of the Session Laws
of
n
as
the
over
for
law
of
this
Chapter
n
has arrested John Barnes of the foreign element ln the United
territory
elsewhere or repugnant to right,
i
.' .. cla.rK
m mn
. .
no.o fn,. th P1,..r.at
Said Acting Governor Jaffa: "This
was within the ion?
Washington, that the court could lty
Mogoiion on me cnarge oi Killing a S.'ates.
they should stand. It Is contended twenty otyears. It
make arrangements to dispose of all v...
is a keen disappointment to me as lt
.,.,..,,. .fflmgal hmvAVAr. In power
congress or the legislature priation of water for the Irrigation of deer and out of KM0
wa,
Barne,
Up to January 10, 1911, the Bureau 1. to almo.t everyone.
business possible before the Slate "f
"TTZZ. .1
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New Mexico
,
",1a irim.nt w cuuier upuu iue uoveruor
iue lands In New Mexico from a stream
of the Cen.us received transcripts of had
confidently hoped for early adcase Is contrary power of removal ln a case as this- the Animas river, which flows from
Ashenfelter
Association.
Holiness
that
the
assume
Colorado Into New Meylco, the pro
611,639 deaths, which occurred in the mission to the Union. This Is a sad
to both authority and reason. It Is Neither has seen fit to do so. On the
Papers are tiled ln the territorial registration area during the year 1910,
rial supreme court.
point ot diversion being In Coday indeed for the territory and for
offlce of the Southern Holl- - ot
said that It Is doubted In a subse contrary, the only legislative action posed
secretary's
miles
lorado
which number 518,4004 were from those who wised for the
Of the four decisions handed down.
about six
on the subject has been to place such
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case decided in this court, Ter
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New
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and
Colorado
Mexico '
ln the courts rather than In
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,
a
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and
"Interdenominational
upon which It proceeds have ed
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a
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ernor to remove summarily one of his Lbeen
of
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the
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therefore,
regarding er: "The new. from Washington is
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God, exalt Jesus Christ our savior and the Infant
SUUUlUMm UW1UFV WAlliiauUIl VI IU since the decision.
by days .and very sad, to say the least, and must
We are not Insensible to the ar diversion.
There montha of mortality
the Holy Ghost, our sanctifier."
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the
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the Inability
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what
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New
feared
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How many die before the Union for 18 months or more.
treasie
and
Mrs.
Mary
secretary
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nflfn. menace to the public safety as The syllabus says:
"ta"lshJkf
opinion involved the Washington
they are 2 years old, and In what
Up All Night
power,
"A project to Irrigate lands In New urer. The duration of the association month of their age?
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These Import
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Mexico
of
from
Santa Fe, while a third opinion in from the functions
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natural
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water rights in defined In the constitution,him with the Territory v. Rodgers, 1 Mont. 252, 256, stream running from Colorado Into declare that "no person can become s by the new
volved Important
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when
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That
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contingency."
by mean, of such statistic, that ad caused more than one enthusiastic
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life tenure, second that the Governor may
stay up nearly
not within the jurisdiction of the use and sale of tobacco In all its death rate of Infants is
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government.
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form.
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prohibited.
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reversed.
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Judgment
to the great improve "fcod news."
and aid
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and
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the.- Archuleta Murder Case.
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wordly
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therefore
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lives ln the United States whose awA ting some tidings, hoping against
Washington
ell and third that
Case No. 1347.
Territory of New amusement and belonging to secret death Is
Syllabus.
ernor hag the power of removal as and Silver Mining Company, appel- Mexico
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vs. Daniel Archuleta orders."
Tho Governor of New Mexico Is
appellee,
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affirmed.
The
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Judgment
opin
such
officers
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to
a
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from
remove
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district
court
all
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without power
appeal
It
however, that
of
than one year old form one-fiftJust as the President has within the ion Is by Associate Justice Parker. appellant
All over the eity this morning
h
Attorney appointed for a fixed term nation at large. Thla contention has The opinion is a lengthy one and says for Socorro county. Judgment affirm- bers may be required to wear a uni- the total annual death rate.
operators, officials and newspaIs
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The
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comparative mortality
per men were besieged for tidings
and Is concurred ln by Chief Justice prescribed, when in active service.
Territory v. Ashenfelter 4 N. M. M.
merlt,. An exttmlna.
"This Is a suit ln equity brought by
various nationalities among the for but there was little to say until the
and Associate Justices Parker,
followed. The facts are stated In the,.
Change of Agent.
of the cases cited, however, do plaintiffs against defendants to charge Pope
be
will
absolutely real bad new. arrived about 10 a. m.
eign population
McFle and Wright.
opinion.
not carry as to the result for which them as constructive trustees ex male- "k '
and put to flight hopes that had been
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the United States Treasury Mining un",Ue',' D0,thln! QUlt.e
Opinion,
respondent contends. In the Armijo flcio and as such to hold the title to was tried for the murder ofappellant,
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Tsalas Company of New Mexico, Edward
The relator Klock was appointed cage we fln(j nothing from this court the Washington mining claim for the
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sociology.
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Wins a Hit. .
and confirmed as District Attorney floating
of the use and benefit of plaintiff. A decree Carmody at the March term, 1910, of James, the former agent, being sucthe correctness
the German element ln the populaProbate Clerk and famous Rough
for the Sixth District Attorney's Dis- - A8henfelter case upon the point here ln favor of plaintiff was rendered by the Seventh District Court for Socor- ceeded by W. A. Eelley, at Chloride,
tion of the United States hardier and Rider George W. Armijo was as dis
ro county and found guilty of murder N. M.
trlct on February 18, 1909 for the invoiVed. That was a case involving the court below and defendants
ap
longer-live- d
than the Irish or the appointed sb any one, but he was able
term of two years and until his sue- - tne power 0f the governor to remove peal, This same case was before this in the second degree. A motion tor
Governor Home Wednesday.
Is either ot these race, or to at lea.t remark that he hod won
cessor be duly appointed and quail- - a 00unty officer elected by the people court in Lockhart vs. Leeds, 10 N. a new trial was made and overruled
Governor Mill, has wired Mrs. Mills Italian?
other hardier than the native a $5 hat on the result as he was conand an appeal taken to this court
On and m lt
fled.
(L. 1905, C. 83 Seo. 2).
that he will be ln Chicago tonight and any
uig court carefully reserves M. 568, and the complaint was held The syllabus
are dy- vinced last night that the senate
says:
November 18, 1910 the Governor of
on the limited, but If American stock? What race,
to
leave
auestlon of whether the Ashe insufficient to authorize any relief to
expects
after coming to the would not take favorable action. Ar"A question which calls for an exby the plaintiff. Upon appeal to the su
the Territory made an order In feiter case has been disturbed
accommodations on that ing the fastest
cannot
he
get
lomijo had promised several $5 hats to
which after reciting that the relat- - iater federal authority. Turning to preme court of the United States it pression of the opinion ot the wit- train he will take the next train which United States, and also ln what
calities 1. the death rate among them friends If the bill went through the
or's continuance In office "would be tne iatter class of decisions, the Mc- was held by that court that the com ness as to "guilt" of a person in
The great importance senate.
a detriment to the territory," it is illlater case involved simply the plaint was sufficient to authorize re volved ln an alleged breach of the arangement Thelovlrnor wn, arrive the
1. seen
a territorial lief to plaintiff and that Is now the peace was properly excluded.
Incorporations.
provided that relator's commission as question of whether
Fe by Wednesday. He has al of statistics of this character
ln
Santa
a
'A
certain
elequestion whether; at
rict Attorney be vacated ana mai MiiHm In Alaska was "a Judge ol a law of the case.
Articles of Incorporation were filed
visited his son Wilson Mills at from the fact that the foreign
ready
"had
his
the
defendant
d
pistol
juncture,
ment
about
constitutes
at
present
he be removed from said office. An court 0f the United States" so as to
Maud
by the
Lockhart vs. Leeds, 195 U. S. 427.
Mining Company, the audrawn nn thA tnfln who was klllpd. Ann Arbor, and now is coming directThis knowledge thorized
of the total.
order made on, the same day recites he exemnt from the power of sua
of which 1. $500,000
Governor Mills has been ln
The cause was remanded to the dis does not call for an
home.
capital
the
of
opinion
will be of great value In the study of in
that a vacancy exists in the office of pension expressly conferred upon the trict court of Bernalillo county where
50,000 shares at $10 with $2,iu0
where he worked hard to
Washington,
to
witness
which
is
open
uobjection.
District Attorney tor me oixtu
President as to ell civil officers (ex- answer and replication were filed and
question.
- the immigration
stock paid in. The incorporators are
The evidence reported could not 8 " statenooo Din passea ny contrlct and appoints the respondent
When this new Information ha. Frank W. Tellacott, 100
.ucn judges .by the tenure of trial had resulting In the decree above
shares; Mat
to
an
Instruction
warranted
have
the
fill
held
such vacancy. Upon
Mann to
become available through the publica Fowler, 99 shares and L. W.
offlce aeti Tne supreme Court
mentioned. The complaint Is voluml Jury that a verdict could
Mr. Rusk on the Job.
Bubeck,
be
to
properly
withwas
leave
was
not
granted
ot the Census Mortality Statis one share,
proper showing
tnat a territorial Judge
nous and It would seem to be neces rendered
making 200 shares in all
The mounted police headquarters tion
finding the defendant guilty
flle Information in the nature oi quo ln the exception of the statute and
there will then be no so far subscribed. The
tor
tics
1910,
to a proper understanding of the of
of busisary
place
are swamped with letters of appllca
manslaughter.
warranto and upon the Incoming of was thus by express act of congress case to set out
other country in the world with so ness Is Silver City and Frank W. Telportions of the same
tlon for the office of mounted police
Motions Disposed of.
an answer to the information juag- - ,Ubect to suspension by the Presl- in full.
of
facts conveniently lacott is named as the
a body
Copy of the same together
No. 1377. J. L. House appellee, vs. man ln view of the report that Mr. large
agent The
ment was, upon the proper motion, Ljent. xhis case shows that the exe- - with a
available on the problem Involved.
of the findings and de W. H.
duration of the company is 60 years.
Rusk had resigned. It wa. stated
Hltson, appellant
Judgment
tne cutiTe DOWer was deemed attribut- - cree are copy
entered pro forma dismissing
1582
20
Years
;
Has
Tombstone
Ago The liability papers have been filed.
set out In the margin.
against the sureties entered.
today that J. B. Rusk still is on the
information from which relator has aDa t0 statute rather than to the
1875.
Defendants have filed 26 assign
.
For the Treasury.
No. 1055.
Solomon Luna vs. Cer- - job and there 1. no need in writing
Tombappealed. The record Involves bui constitution. In tho Parsons case, ments of error which may be disposed
4
D.
March
C,
Washington,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
a single question, the right of the th9 court was dealing with the re- - of in the manner ln which they are rlllo. Coal Railroad Company. Mo letters for an appointment on the stone
to
city's population according
has received the following sums for
tion for a rehearing denied.
force.
Governor to remove. With the latter movai by the President of a District treated in the briefs."
the 13th census Is 15S2; by the 12th the treasury: E. Plnney, treasurer of -No. 1217. Gallup Electric
For the Treasury.
Light
established, his power to OH tne va- Attorney appointed under a statute
11th
ar
then
was
discusses
the
census
the
census,
Parker
lt
646;
Judge
vs. Pacific
Bernalillo, $414.84; B. C. Hernandez
Improvement
The following sum. for the treascancy Is clear under C. I 2556 pro- Bimilar in terms to that under which gument that there "is no legal evi Company '
1875.
o
ot Rio Arriba county, $128.94;
ury have been received by Territorial
the present relator was named. The dence before the court of the alleged Company. Motion for rehearing
vldlng as follows:
In
1890 Tombstone was the greatRomero, treasurer of Torrance
Treasurer M. A. Otero: Jose 7 Torres, est
"In all coses wherein the Governor court reviewed the history of the fraudulent
and says:
world.
the
ln
conspiracy"
camp
mining
gold
1306.
Case No.
Territory of New treasury of Socorro S773.75; Thorn-county, $111.77 and from Game and
Is or may be authorized by law to exercise by the President of the "The agents were practicing no fraud
filled the mines.
Mexico vs. Antlmo Pettine. Motion
Fish Warden Gable, $38,25.
htRi-MrMiirAr nf Colfax coun- Water lately
make appointments, by and with the power of removal and the legislation on the principals and were taking no for a
of
overruled.
Notice
rehearing
Land Entries.
advice and consent of the council, he affecting lt; including me aci oi Mi adverse position to them, The fraud writ of error to the circuit court ot tv. 1207.97 Chris Raithel. treasurer of 8TOLE 100,000 OUT
The following were th) land entries
Luna county. $522.71: Camillo Sanis hereby authorised to make tern- 15, 1820, 8 Stat 582 which expressly was practiced on the plaintiff and the
OF HIS POCKET.
appeal
given.
removable,
at the local land office yesterday: Pa- chez, treasurer ot Guadalupe county
porary appointments during the re- made District Attorneys
sought to give the principals
Case No. 1333. Frank H. Moore, etc.,
of agents
Gabllto Vigil, Ocate; Nicanor Lopes,
1321.38; Game and FlBh Warden
cess of the legislative assembly, to at pleasure, the Implied repeal
the benefit of the same. We there vs. Western Meat
Bundle
of
Relieved
New
Broker
York
Motion
Company.
of
tenure
lot
'
the this latter act by the first
nnt th moAttne
Grant; Charles L. Wllhaii, Vaughn;
ble, $53,601
fore hold that the portion of the orig for a
of Securities on Way
rehearing denied.
Alexander Rosenthal, East Las Vegas.
Mann to Remain In Office,
nmo
AnA.c. L. 2580 which reads offlce act, March 2, 1867 C. 154, 14 inal locators and owners who are repNo. 1351.
to
Case
Bank.
Hagerman
of
Irriga
latter
the
the
Stat. 430, and
Back From Alamogordo.
repeal
As the term of District Attorney
followsresented In the location of the Wash
Motion
New York, March 6. Securities
act ln 1887, the court held "In the ington claim by the other portion of tion Company vs. McMurray.
Klock has now expired, Governor
Adjutant General A. S. Brooke, has
"If any vacancy should occur In
a rehearing overruled.
for
with a market value of more than
sub-tt- e
of
the
of
the
history
B. A
returned from Alamogordo where he
such locators, were bound by the
the offlce of any district attorney. llfM
Case No. 1370. First National Bank Mills Is free to appoint Judge
$100,000 were stolen from the pocket
the term of offlce of four knowledge of the latter location."
New ?Iexlco National
same may be filled by an appoint- Ject" that
of Artesla vs. Home Insurance Co. Mann ln hit place, despite the decision of George Bancroft, broker, as be inspected the
at
district
orney.
tor
Guard
provided
and found that the three years'
will
ot the supreme court, and there
In discussing the enforcing of
a
ment of a qualified person, by the year,
to
ln
them
Motion
his
on
was
for
a
denied.
way
deposit
rehearing
- was a limitation
and not a fixing of contract the Judge says: "It is argued
the
Vn 150
ol M inereiore no cnange in uiairict ni- safety deposit bank on last Thurs drouth had played havoc with
t.v T,,riD
governor to expire on the commence- tenure.
But the court In that case that this contract is not enforclble vs.
unless Governor Mills so de- - day. The pickpocket substituted an guard, many of whom had left the
ment of 'the nexUegls.at.ve assembly
rneys.
al.
Furman
In
et
Judge
McFle,
'
declined to decide "the because of lack of mutuality and In
expressly
disto
be
It
may
necessary
RRCnrriAnnA
with aprtlnn SSI nf fha Sires.
mereaiter.
envelope for the one taken and Mr. place.
question ot the constitutional power
of consideration. We con
Bancroft did not discover the theft band the company unless more setCompiled Law., filed his reasons for
At the threshold w are met by the Qf he presldent ln nl illsOTetion t0 sufficiency
follow
we
to
fess
unable
are
ar
the
rid
come
in.
tler
ln
have
trouble
it
getting
you
until today.
hi. decision ln the court below.
fact that this court has in Territory remoye offlclalB dur,ng
term (or
gument made. The contract was cer,' Highway to Mora,
On the adjournment of the court un ot your cold you may know that you
. m. vo
Like Bomb Shell to Police.
v. Asnenieiter
whlch they were appointed." This tain in terms and the subject matter
There
H
re
not
execute
New York, March 6. The robbery
Good progress Is being made on the
properly.
treating
til June 1, there were thirteen cases
held against the claim of
)(
c,earljr po,nted out by mi thereof was Identified by the location.
vefy
1"
should
cold
case
no
reason
a
thordone
was
hang
In
that
why
construction of the new highway to
by persons
evidently
Associate The consideration was' certain and left under advisement.
power here asserted.
c
gpeaking through
on for weeks and it will not If you oughly familiar with Mr. Bancroft's Mora ln spite of the difficulties preWade was district attorney under an JmUco AbboU Jn Terrltory v,Armlj0
when
to
evidently
satisfactory
Pilkney
on
ot
Chamberlain's
take
Remedy.
habits
securities
duly
BLOW
Governor
Cough
AT
the
INITIATIVE
sented by the weather, according to
depositing
appointment from
a where
lcope o( the par8on, he made the contract We see no
AND REFERENDUM. For sale by all druggists.
Thursday. The envelope was substl Good Roads Engineer J. H. Meriwethconsented to by the legislative coun- case
dlBCUB8jd to an extent uch as reason why this contract cannot be
so
resembled
the
that
tuted
lt
wu
closely
commiBBiuu
hla
er, who is in charge ot the work. Mr.
ell,
. I to render comment upon it here un. enforced in equity.
The objections
original and deceived Mr. Bancroft Meriwether is at present engnged In
March 11, 1884, ana runmng
We
content ourselves that lt. enforcement amounts to the Colorado Supreme Court Hands Down LONG BEACH BARS
nBCBy.
LURID BATHING SUITS, who deposited lt and it was not until
a new survey for a portion of
Important Opinion In Response
& declB,on
years and until tne appointment auu
baea
faylng
enforcement of a forfeiture Is not
On
his son went for the securities
this the road, but lt has not been decided
to Legislative Inquiry.
a courBe of natIonal
qualification of his successor.
that
upon
wa(
counsel.
urged
by
October 28, 1885 and thus before the w
California's Prohibition Sea Side Re- - morning that the robbery was discovyet that It will be adopted In place
and Ugl8latloni ,urroundlng
The appellants complain of the
ered. So bold a robbery ln daylight of the one made by him last summer
Denver, Colo.. March 8. The Colo-- i
win i.
&nd pecuH,, to the exreclse ot prest failure to make 81
expiration oi waao.
ot fact re
findings
ot
the
the
financial
in
heart
district, and along the route of which the conernor appointea ABvn'"'lo,r. .
Dlsolaved on the Beach.
"!
furnishes no proper quested by them, It is sufficient to rado Bupreme court today in answer to
court dential functions,
came to the police like a bombshell. struction
by
same offlce. It "as
legislative inquiry ruled that all
deduM tho pow. say that the court could not make
gang is now working,
(
Years
ago, Inspector Byrnes drew a
constitutional , amendments
A mor
tnat ine uoYeruu.
.
March
Urs of a governor of a territory,
Postoffice Discontinued.
the findings because they would be proposed
across
the
dead
line
Fulton
at
all initiative and referendum laws
and
city
Washington, D. C, March 4. The
allty Crusade launched by Chief of
In the case of ShurtMt V. United Inconsistent with the findings which
below which be ordered no
be published in full in one paper
Uce Moyir hag Drought aD0ut an ,n. street,
postoffice at Turner, Roosevelt counIt is true that there are the court did make upon the facts ad
State,
supra
distinguish
that
or
even
crook
should
to
go
in
each
of
made
Is
the
pickpocket
state
for
four
county
attempt
toreBtIng tuatkm. whlie managers on an innocent errand under penalty ty, has been discontinued.
.
in tho fnct expressions to the effect that the duced at the trial, The same may be c
.t.
o' various places of amusement are of Instant trouble with the police. The
f
ad. President can by virtue of his gen- said ln regard to appellant's objection
a similar inquiry
answer
,
,aokB and sheets aD0Ut tablo crooks soon learned that the order NO ELECTION TODAY
- eral
power of appointment remove to the findings which made by the from Governor Shafroth on the
wTs made
.
by the Governor, preliminground
IN COLORADO.
and
stage settings, to the delight was meant and for years the financial
,
They were based upon sub
Try to the appointment of Ashenfel- - an officer, even though appointed by court.
..u
h.fl
h.
rfv
of
and consent
stantial evidence and will, of course,
of patrons, the police edict that all un- - district bad been the safest
Denver, March 7 No election today
In
of
tare Klock was in terms and with theButadvice cour
the
bill
until
place
the
constitutionality
was
there not be disturbed In this court.
the
m the senatorial ballot
seemly conduct on or off the stage the world.
the Governor appoint- - the senate
-In concluding his
"-opinion the der this decision the governor cannot mllt oeaM ' Provlng ?er'0"8 '? maDy
' "
ed Mann. We fall, however, to ana
which
in
Is
a
"It
further alleged
Judge says:
general appraiser,
ground, ment ot
that It was agreed that Pilkney should
Every woman's Icon thrills at the
the constitutionality of a measure be- - Posmaro. oeaiers, owners OI nic.uu
deliver possesand
convey
transfer,
cooing and prat.lin; of a baby, and
fore he has taken action on it The 0118 ani oUlr8- - Tne chlet na adTl,ea
the
President
motherhood is hor highest and purest
if
sion
to
of
that
the
the
the
alternative
ground
conspirators. decision 1. regarded as a blow to the
enf
bathhouse people that bulling
nen 1
Joy. Yet the suffering incident to
The court found that the conspiracy
constitutional
amendment "ults 'or men and women alike must
v. United States 108 U.
proposed
this great consummation of hor life's
extend to the delivery of possesextended below the knees and must
. ;..
Into effect the initiative and
.... . Ilfn tfinnre did
putting
It is cioany immaiena. vu iu
robs the anticipation of soma
desire,
sion to the conspirators. The court
This
to the ne.-tover
wearer,
tie
referendum.
of Its sweetness. Most of this can
,Ue'?lralVomolTshed "y express for such an officer placing him upon thus found one of the essential aver
of
many
mean
the expenditure
will
be avoided by the use of Mother's
o(. ments to be true, We have thus a
A Speolal Medicine for Kidney
hundreds of dollars. Parading along Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the comterm.
oer. provided for in the constitution, case pleaded, proved and found by the
theievent
ln
these
makes
comfortable
hor
streetB
use
or
on
and
its
beach
the
'the
during all the term. Mothor's
ing event,
ernor could appoint
Ailments,
manifestcourt at follows: A prospector under
v. waB held by the court to be
Ba- - Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
of a vacancy and in Territory
people have found in costumes is strictly prohibited.
Many
elderly
that
and
not
contract
a
intended
location
notice
and
congress
by
ly
posts
breasts la good condition, and brings the
re- - thers must go directly to the water, strengthens the ligaments, keeps the
Ashenfelter the distinct question was
initiates a location;
he is charged Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick
woman to the crisis ln healthful physical condition. The regular uso of
kid- - stay as long a. they aeslre and then
nl,
with the duty of performing the sev- lief and permanent benefit from
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
provision hxlng it, wa. thus necces-iJSSwhen baby comes, and assures a
eral act. of location; he enters into ney and bladder ailments and from don their regular clothing.
The bathlng-sul- t
due
question has dis- - quick and natural recovery for tho
fraudulent
conspiracy to refrain annoying urinary irregularitle.
for
others
mother.
For sals at drug stores,
and
church
N.
to
turbed
Isaao
people
Regan,
advancing years.
from doing said acts, upon forfeiture,
Write for- tree book for expectant
deliver possession to the conspira- Farmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney many seasons, and Mover says he will mothers.
t0 deflne the power. tors. This certainly makes out a case Remedy effected a complete cure ln try to satisfy the complainants. Bis
ogy enab
Is Slso directed against pub- - BRAPFrET.T) EEQULATOB CO,
and, Irrespective of the other allega- my case and I want other to know ot crusade
Ho dances.
Atlanta, Ga,
Capital Pharmacy.
J
There being In our judgment noth-- j tions In the complaint, entitles the It"
to
be
slow
should
and
are
Courts

declilona
brush aside ai authority
which have itood as the law (or a de
cade. This resulta of course not
from any pride ot opinion, tor that
a secondarj
would be to relegate
place the right ol the matter. Such
hesitancy results rather from the
rleht ot the nubile to have principles
ot vrovenj once
Former Restored to District ot Iaw and
declared adhered to in me interest 01
Attorneyship by Supreme certainty. The rule ot stare decisis
has been defined to be a canon ot
Court Opinion
public good and a law of self preservstlnn Flllmn v. neorrfa Railroad
CfllCPWnP PIUUnT DrWnilC Co, 87 Ga. 692. True. It was said by
UUILIII1UM UMIIIUI
IILMUIL a great jurist In the case last cited
that where a grave and palpable error
the administration
Adjournment to June 1, After i wldely flectlI1
( Jutttce muBt eUher be ,olemnlyoe
Four Decisions Are
sanctioned or repudiated, the maxim
Announced.
which applies Is not stare decisis but
Fiat iustltla ruat coelum. But In de
The Territorial Supreme Court ad' termining what Is the Justltia, great
deference should be paid to what the
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gatlon project) which by lifting water
Walk100 feet Irrigates 10,000 aores.
TRAGEDIES
er expects to tut ln a similar plant to
reclaim 2,500 pores ln San Juan county by lifting f)ie water 380 feet, howIN ALBLinUERQUE
ever. The plant Is to cost $500,000.
Endeavor
Chrlstlsn
New Mexico
Officers
At the New Mexico Christian Kndeavfr Convention at Albu- Family Quarre Results in
.
querque lasf week, the following ofMurder of John Higgins
ficers were' elected: President, Rev.
J. W. RoBe of Las Vegas;
at Garage
H. li Snyder, Albuquerque; W.
Chaves
Cumberland,
,of
F. Wealty
OF
LIFE
county; G.i.Solnar of Deming; Mrs. ENGINEER
TIRED
M. WelnerfAmlstad. Union county;
Miss Nannie Graham of Farmlngton;
recording uecretary and treasurer, Emaciated b; Illness and WithArthur E, lp. Robinson of Santa Fe;
out Fund B. J Ball ,J ,
Owen L.
corresponding secretary,
Ends It All. ,
Wood of Janta Fe; Spanlsh-Amer-lear
C. C. Cordova of Alsoct-fjrat
present
buquerque.' The society
Two tragedies are reported from Al- Any system that needs tonic needs also a blood nurifier. for it la
has 1507 Wienibers In New Mexico, buquerque. Last
evening, at a garage the Weakened and ilTlDUre condition of the circulatinn that is resnnnRihle
o local SOcletles
being and
tne umt,
bicycle repair shop, so it was r- - for the run-dow- n
state or health. We have only to recognize the
47. ported this morning, Thomas insiey, ; importance of
rich Wood in preserving health , to realize the danger
1911.
MARCH
jwre,
8,
WEDNESDAY,
r
01
onumm. . I he great majority of persona
hiV Z,ZZL
?r
"t;

SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
YIELD TO ZEMO.

, 1911.

JV0

PREPARATION
CLEAR LIQUID
FOR EXTERNAL USB.
The Capital Pharmacy drug, store Is
so confident that ZEMO will rid the
skin or scalp of Infant or grown person of pimples, blackheads, dandruff,
ecienia, prickly heat, rashes, hives.
Ivy poison or an; other form of skin
or.scalp eruption, that they will give
your money back if you are not entirely satisfied with the results obtained
from the use: of ZEMO.
will give
The first application
prompt relief and show an Improvewhere)
ment and In every instance
will destroy the
used persistently,
germ life, leaving the skin ln a clean,
healthy condltiou.
Let us show you proof of some re
markable cures made by Zemo and
give yon a 33 page booklet how to pre
serve the skin. The Capital Pharma-- 1
oy Drug Store.
A
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Chioken Thieves Given

2, 1811.

acres.
CO-

Tbs consideration

wai

$460,- -

j
80 Day
Wells Flow Again Byron O. Beall,
B L. Joseph and B. 'Spikes were glv-- l J
well Inspector, Is receiving many en- en 30 days in jail for chicken stetal-- l collraging reports from over his
" districts.' Wells that have been
Ing.
for two years are strong
Died at Albuquerque Benson Haragain. The ones most noticeable are
low, aged 20 years, died at Albuquer-

The funeral will take place at
Tipton, Indiana.
,
Map of Boundary Col. A. C, Shar-peof Fort Bliss, Texas, has had a
map drawn of the boundary betweoi
Columbus, Luna county, and Polvo,
Texaa, for his use in alloting the United States troops to the Vartius
places along the border.
Died as the Greeted Bride Miss
Maria Bernarda, 23 years old, died of
heart disease at El Paso when she
rushed up to greet a bride, following
'a Mexican wedding. The death oc--nurred at the home of Simon Delgado, her uncle, with whom she had
Deen visiting lor tnree weens
Suit Filed Annie Zirhut of Atrts- co filed a suit In the district court at
Albuquerque asking for $500 damages
against Jose Perea Lucero, who she
claims has unlawfully held posses- sion of a strip of land 50 yards by
168 yards In the Tillage of Atrlsco,
since the second day of January,
que.

-

near South Springs and Dexter.
iRoswell Register Tribune.
Bryan Run Clayton News. T.
Bryan of Winslow, Ind., nas bought
the plant and good will of the Clay
ton News, Union counts! aod will
continue It as a staunch Jeffersonian
advocate.
Zach McGe Is Dead Zach McGee,
the Washington correspondent, who
was in Santa Fe during the constitu
tional convention, is dead. Me was 39
fears of age, the author of several
books and travel sketches and was
recognized as one of the
of the corps of newspaper correspoo- dent Bt Washington,
WiM4(1
B,8 E,ute t0 RoUtv
France Frank Garissere, who died
at Roswell, wills the greater part of
bis estate of 13,000 sheep, wool and
to his brother
$27,950 in accounts
and two sisters in France. His real
estate is divided among three friends,
$1,000 in cash are willed to John Ran'
chom of Hope and $200 to St, Mary's
.
hospital at Roswell. .
While Drunk Tried to Scalp Sis
ters Ramon Garcia, of Albuquerque,
yesterday afternoon ran amuck with
a hatchet in bis hand and threaten- ea
ip nis iwo sisters, wno live
uarcia cnasea tne gins
around the house several times, re

These
during the month was 1,882.
figures are taken from the monthly
report of the librarian, which shows
the library Is Increasing ln popular!
ty." Las Vegas Optio.
Died Suddenly Miss May Dozier,
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CO..
llumler of persons using the library
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and Twelfth street.
Albuquerque for the third time on the
caarge or cmcKen steaimg. n in iu
iiiat he had .served a term In the peni,.
...
., ,,
tentiary.
Wedding at Lae Vegas Mrs. Josle
Baker, a hotel proprietor at Las Vegas, was married on Monday evening
to Charles Scott, a Santa Fe trainMrs. Baker Is aged 28 and
man,
Scott 87, acoordlng to the marriage
license application.
at Estancla The Estancla
Scrap
Dally Herald tells of a fight in that
town this week, ln which men named
Smith and Burrus carved each other
to such an extent that they had .to
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Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo Springs and Pueblo

No Man is Stronger

Than His Stomach

DEPOT
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SEEDS. BULBS

The BARTELDES SEED

Denver, Colo.

